Veriato Investigator

®

Forensic Grade Employee
Investigation Software
Veriato Investigator is an affordable, forensic-grade employee
investigation solution. Easy to install and use, it captures all employee
computer and Internet related activity, from basics like websites visited
through emails sent and received, to powerful screen capture that
can be replayed as if watching a video recording of exactly what was
done. Veriato Investigator users report significant reductions in the
cost of investigations - often up to 50% - while achieving better results
stemming from the existence of an unbiased, easy to understand
presentation of fact Veriato Investigator is perfect for temporary,
focused investigations and is used by both large enterprises and
small businesses to produce reliable, actionable evidence.

PROBLEM

Employee investigations are a fact of
business life. When the need arises to
inspect an employee’s digital activity,
speed, accuracy, and ease of use are
critical factors. Often, the need to
investigate requires an urgent response
– leaving little time to gather data. The
longer it takes to get the answers you are
looking for, and the evidence needed to
support resolution of the investigation,
the greater the risk to your company.
In addition, management is typically on
edge, demanding fast action and not
understanding the significant effort involved
in assembling even a partial picture of
employee activity using native tools.

KEY BENEFITS
INVISIBLE
During an investigation, it’s critical that you capture unmodified
employee behavior. Using sophisticated stealth technology, agents
are hidden from the employee, insuring you get the evidence you need.
SECURE
All captured recordings are encrypted for data integrity. Access to the
data viewer and central management console is restricted to only those
you grant permission.
SIMPLE
No dedicated infrastructure is required. Installation and configuration takes
minutes, not hours. Data is presented in easy to view format, meaning no
specialized expertise is required to interpret the results.
EXPORTABLE
Data can be exported to multiple file types, for archiving or for use as
evidence, with a few mouse clicks. You can select specific events and
data types relevant to the investigation, or export the entirety of the
captured activity.

SOLUTION

The solution is Veriato Investigator. Backed
by 15+ years experience in recording
digital activity, using powerful & innovative
technology that has been deployed at over
36,000 companies and government entities,
Veriato Investigator deploys rapidly and
requires no specialized infrastructure or
skills. Proven to deliver a reliable, actionable
and complete picture of employee activity –
including screen playback that allows you to
see, in context, exactly what the employee
did.

AUTOMATICALLY RECORD
• Websites Visited
• Online Searches
• Emails (including webmail)
• Chats/Instant Messages
• Keystrokes
• Program Activity
• Network Activity
• File Transfers
• Documents Saved / Printed
• Screen Snapshots
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A LICENSE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS
Veriato Investigator supports multiple licensing options, so you get
the software you need in a manner that best aligns to your usage.
TERM LICENSES
Available in 60 or 90 day terms. Designed for temporary, focused
investigations. Full recording and review capability. Additional term
licenses may be applied to extend an investigation.
FLOATING LICENSES:
Designed for focused employee investigations, these licenses can be
redirected to other employees as needed. Full recording and review
capability. Perpetual license with annual renewal for maintenance and
support.
MONITORED ENDPOINT:
Used for ongoing employee monitoring or for long-term investigation of a
particular employee. Full recording and review capability. Perpetual license
with annual renewal for maintenance and support.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Recorder

• Windows® 10, 8, 7, Vista®, and Server® 2012, or 2008
• Mac OS X 10.9 or higher running on a 64-bit Intel
processor
• Network Access
• Administrator access to the computer for remote
installation
• Task Scheduler enabled for remote installation
• Registry Services enabled for remote management

Control Center

• Windows® 10, 8, 7, Vista®, and Server® 2012, or 2008
• Administrator Privileges to each network computer being
recorded
• Network access to computers being recorded

Data Vault

• Windows® 10, 8, 7, Vista®, and Server® 2012, or 2008
• Network access to computers being recorded
• Approx. 20-50MB of space per day for each computer
being recorded (Hard disk requirements may vary)

Primary Server

Windows® 10, 8, 7, Vista®, and Server® 2012, or 2008
Network access to computers being recorded Approx.
20-50MB of space per day for each computer being
recorded. (Hard disk requirements may vary)

Go to www.veriato.com for a Free Trial or email us at: sales@veriato.com

ABOUT VERIATO
Veriato is an innovator in actionable User Behavior Analytics and the global leader in User Activity Monitoring.

More than 36,000 companies, schools, and government entities worldwide have relied on Veriato solutions to gain
insight into the user activity on their network, and enjoy the security and productivity increases that come with it.
The Veriato mission is to provide world-class software and support that enables our customers to protect
their most valuable assets, reduce their risk, and gain unparalleled visibility into their operations. Veriato’s

award-winning solutions include Veriato Recon (behavioral analytics based insider threat detection), Veriato 360
(enterprise-grade User Activity Monitoring), Veriato Investigator (employee investigation tool), Veriato Log

Manager (event and security log management) and Veriato Server Manager (server management solution).
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